Dear reader,

Indian Journal Of Aerospace medicine (IJASM) was first published in the summer of 1954. For various reasons the journal could not be published in the years 1958, 1959 and 1964. Thus, in the last 49 years we have 46 volumes in hand.

An effort has been made to compile the entire list of articles published in IJASM from summer 1954 to summer 2002. Any omission/commission is purely unintentional and thus, may be condoned. Views/corrections from readers are welcome. An 'errata' to the list will be published in the next issue of this journal.
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Electrocardiographic Abnormalities In Normal And Apparently Normal Individuals
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Effects Of Propranolol On The ECG Changes During Positive Acceleration
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J K Sehgal
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A S Mahal
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S K Majumdar

Human Engineering In Cockpit Design
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Wolff Parkinson White Syndrome (A Case Report)

S K Dham, N R Krishnan, G Kuppuswamy
Direction Of Normal Depolarization In Atria And Ventricles -
An Analysis Based On Their Pumping Action

N Mohan Murali

Eeg Studies In Pilots Flying High Performance Aircraft

K R Banerjee, K Prabha, P L N Rao

Alcohol And Flying

G N Kunzru

Medical Services For Our Airlines

B B Guha Thakur T A
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Role Of Exercise In Prevention Of Ischaemic Heart Disease: A Review
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K S Rao

Symposium On Alcohol And Flying - Psychological Aspects Of Alcohol

K R Banerjee

Symposium On Alcohol And Flying - Chronic Alcoholism

G N Kunzru

Symposium On Alcohol And Flying - Alcohol And Operational Performance

P K Dey

Symposium On Alcohol And Flying - Alcohol And Flight Safety

D E Savur

Symposium On Alcohol And Flying – Review On Alcohol And Flying

K S Rao

Risk Factors In Ischemic Heart Disease

G Kuppuswamy

A Strain Gauge Transducer For Measuring Physiological Pressures

S K Dham, K R Banerjee, K S Rao

Post Traumatic Epilepsy In A Transport Pilot - A Case Report

Kuldeep Rai

Ventilatory Pulse Index - A New Index For Physical Fitness

K C Sinha, E M Iyer

Head Injury Cases - A Follow Up Of Eegs

K S Rao, K R Banerjee, S K Dham

Acoustic Trauma Amongst Jet Aircraft Maintenance Personnel

V S N Murty, P L N Rao, S L Keshava

Toxicology In Fatal Aircraft Accident Investigation

G N Kunzru

Procedure For Ejection Seat Pull Out Trials
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G C Datta, J S Sant

A Case Of Low G Threshold In A Trainee Fighter Pilot - A Case Report

P M Sundaram, Kuldeep Rai

Lown - Ganong - Levine Syndrome - A Case Report

M Akhtar, G Kuppuswamy, V M Alurkar
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Metabolic Intermediates And Assessment Of Diabetes Mellitus

K C Sinha, E M Iyer, S Suryanarayana

Changes In Orthostatic Tolerance During Short Duration Mild Hypoxia

M B Dikshit, P C Chatterjee

Eeg Heat Stress In Maritime Reconnaissance Sorties Studies During +Gz Acceleration

Kuldeep Rai, K R Banerjee, K Prabha

In The Human Centrifuge

N S Bhagwanani

Catapult Ejection Forces And The Abnormal Vertebral Column- A Review Of Hazards

S P Verma, P C Charda

Mechanisms And Tolerance Of Spinal Injury - Experimental Investigation

And Analytical Modeling

Prof Earl Walker P D Joseph, Dhanjoo N Ghista

Oral Hypoglycemc Agents In Asymptomatic Latent / Clinical Diabetes Mellitus (Retrospective Study)

S K Dham, S Krishnamurthy, G N Kunzru

Sick Sinus Syndrome - Case Reports

M Akhtar, G Kuppuswamy
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The Dynamics Of Brain Mechanisms In Neurological Dysfunction During Flying

Prof Baldev Singh

Focal Myocarditis In A Pilot Involved In A Fatal Aircraft Accident

S K Adaval, M Akhtar, G N Kunzru

Analysis Of Scalp Eeg In Normal Controls

K S Mani, Geeta Rangan, D K Subba Krishna

The U Wave Of The Electrocardiogram

S Krishnamurti, C M Khanna

The Present Disability Pattern In Aircrew
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Aircrew Selection Procedures In Iaf
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Flying Accident Trends And Preventive Measures

P S George
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<table>
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<td>Selection And Training Of Cabin Crew In Airlines</td>
<td>H. Sahney</td>
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<td>Disability Pattern Amongst Civil Aircrew</td>
<td>S.K. Mukherjee And V.K. Seth</td>
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<td>V. Chellappa</td>
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<td>Medical Maintenance Of Civil Aircrew</td>
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<table>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Effects Of Partial Sleep Deprivation On Psychological Performance And Behavior</td>
<td>V. Kumar, K.R. Banerjee, P.C. Chatterjee, N Ramachandran And J.K. Gupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobiotelemetry From A Fighter Aircraft</td>
<td>M.M. Singh, S. Krishnamurthi, S.P. Verma And B.R. S. Reddy</td>
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<tr>
<td>Positive Pressure Breathing As A Protective Technique In + Gz Acceleration</td>
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Ventilation During Severe Heat Stress In Indian Subjects
M B Dikshit, P K Banerjee, E M Iyer
Respiratory Disease: Aeromedical Aspects Including Disposal
J S Kulkarni
Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment Of Multiple Sclerosis
G Gurusidappa, G K Sapre, P C Chatterjee, J Vasudevan, H Malik
Role Of Hyperbaric Oxygen In Non Healing Chronic Ulcer
H Malik, G Gurusidappa

**Volume 25** Jun 1981 No 1
A Histopathological Study Of Coronary Arteries In Aircrew Fatalties During 1962-1978
S K Adaval, G N Kunzru, R N Diwan, R N Verma
Graduated Dynamic End Point System ‘Gradeps’ For Assessment Of Visual Field Contraction During + Gz Acceleration
Backache In Helicopter Pilots
H Malik, R R Kapur
Study Of Apexphonocardiogram And Carotid Pulsation During Short Term Hypoxia In A Decompression Chamber
Cardiac Arrhythmias In Service Personnel An Electrophysiologic Evaluation
M Durairaj, H L Kher, G R Narayanan, G Kuppuswamy
Stress Testing And Coronary Artery Disease: Study Of 140 Cases On Tread Mill
M M Singh, K V S Mani, S Krishnamurty
A Preliminary Study On Noise Induced Hearing Loss In Serving Aircrew Of Indian Air Force
K S Soodan, B N Pranesha Rao
A Longitudinal Analysis Of Thermal Index And Identification Of Period Of Acute Heat Stress
Gurmukh Singh, N Neelakantan

**Volume 25** December 1981 No 2
The Art And Science Of Adaptation
M S Ahuja
Symposium On Jogging And Health
Physical Fitness And Work Efficiency
N L N Rao
Physiology Of Jogging
M B Dikshit
Mental And Physical Aspects Of Jogging
Ranjit Kumar
Training And Safety Requirements
H N Chaturvedi
Management Of Health Risk Factors
Surjit Singh
Stress Testing And Coronary Artery Disease: Study Of 140 Cases On Tread Mill
M M Singh, K V S Mani, S Krishnamurty

**Volume 26** Jun 1982 No 1
Precordial Mapping Of ST-T Segment In Acute Myocardial Infarction
R R Kapur, S Krishnamurti, V M Alurkar, P C Chatterjee
Effect Of Short Term Exposure To Hypoxia On Systolic Time Intervals
N N Aggarwal
Psychological And Electro-Encephalo-Graphic Changes With Aging In Relation To Aircrew Performance
N Ramachandran, J N Wadhawan, J S Sant, V Kumar
An Analysis Of Spinal Injuries After Ejections And Crash
Landings In The Iaf
M M Dogra, R R Kapur, P M Sundaram
Rudder Pedal Force And Seat Relation For Optimal Efficiency With Different Leg Geometry
A L Mogra
Physiological Criteria Of Upper Limits Of Body Heating
P K Banerjee
Psychological Factors Responsible For Wastage Among Trainees During Ab Initio Flying Training
A K Sengupta, C P Kohli
Agricultural Aviation In India: A Perspective With Accent On Aero-Medical Problems
M Sishta
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Vestibular Habituation With Gimbal Mounted Tumbling Device S P Deshmukh, Soodan, Pranesh Rao

Study Of +Gz Protection Given By An Anti ‘G’ Suit Worn On Top Of A Liquid Cooled Suit A K Singh

Positive G Tolerance Of Indian Subjects-Effects Of Age And Flying Experience Kuldir Rai, P L N Rao


Echocardiography In Assessment Of Cardiovascular Problems Of Air Force Personnel M Akhtar, S K Parashar, B K Das, G Kuppuswamy

Stereo Acuity Rating In Different Age Groups As Tested On Titmus Optical Stereo Tests J N Singh

Unusual Ejection Injury: A Case Report M B Dikshit, A K Sengupta

A Histopathological Study On Hearts In Ischaemic Heart Disease Fatalities S K Adaval, G N Kunzru, R N Verma, R N Diwan, V M Alurkar

Volume 27 June 1983 No 1

In-Flight Medical Emergencies In Commercial Airlines Vijay Kumar, R R Kapur

Medical Investigation Of Civil Aircraft Accidents S K Adaval

Comparative Cardiovascular Responses To 70° Head Up Tilt In Pilots And Non-Pilots M B Dikshit

Changes In The Urinary Levels Of Electrolytes, Uric Acid And 17 OHCS With Graded Heart Stress E M Iyer, P K Banerjee, S Suryanarayana

Hazards Of Loose Harness During Flying Randhir Singh

A Modified Technique For Estimation Of Ethanol In Body Fluids By Gas Liquid Chromatography N K Maruthiram, G N Kunzru, S K Adaval

Volume 27 December 1983 No 2

Recent Advances In Diagnostic Technology In Cardiology M L Bhatia

A Study Of Pre-Excitation Syndrome In Healthy Aircrew S M Osama & S K Parashar

Problems In Aero-Medical Evaluation : Sick Sinus Syndrome K V S Mani, A S Kathuria, P M Sundaram, Mulk Raj


Exercise Under Hypoxia : A Stress Test For Evaluation Of Cases With Ischaemic Heart Disease For Rehabilitation M Akhtar & P C Chaterjee

Pilot Error” Accident- A Case Report : Need For In-Flight Physiological Monitoring R R Kapur

High Sustained Positive G: Future Problems And Solutions Kuldip Rai

Backache In Chetak Crew And Suggested Ergonomic Improvements Randhir Singh

In Aircraft Seat Design

Personality Profile Of An Iaf Pilot: IAF Usefulness In Pilot Selection N Ramachandran, P L N Rao

J M Wadhawan, V Kumar, V Chandramohan

Isolation Stress-Individual Susceptibility In Terms Of Psycho Physiological Manifestations J M Wadhawan, N Ramachandran, E M Iyer, V Chandramohan, D T Shakunthala, P L N Rao

Volume 28 June 1984 No 1

Heat Stress In Aviation At Jamnagar-Field Study M W Malse

Cases Of ECG Diagnosis Of Asymptomatic Ihd Reviewed K V S Mani, N Rattan, P M Sundaram

Effect Of Treadmill Exercise On Ventilatory Functions In Bronchial Asthma S S Sodhi

Evaluation Of Electronic Breath Alcohol Analyser D V Badrinath

Correlation Of The Breath And Blood Alcohol Levels With Task Performance S K Adaval
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Pathogenesis, Clinical Course, Complications And Treatment Of Impaired Glucose Tolerance – Current Concepts
SM Osama
Analysis Of Cases Of GTT Abnormality
G S Gandhi
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